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Born in Rome (IT) 1983
Lives and works between Rome (IT) and Sofia (BG) 
+339 6703941 / +359 899885368
www.sciarravalentina.com / info@sciarravalentina.com 

EDUCATION 

2016 - 2018 Master in Sculpture, National Art Academy of Sofia (BG) 
2009- 2013 Diploma with honors, National Art Accademy of Rome (IT)
2011-2012 Exchange student Villa Arson, National Art Accademy Nice (FR)
2009 Mec Arti - Master Art and Media Comunication Universita’ Cattolica Milano (IT)
2007 Master Degree in Law, Universita’ degli Studi di Roma TRE
2006-2007 Photography at RUFA, Roma (IT)

GRANTS/RESIDENCES/EXTERNAL PROJECTS

2018
Water Tower Art Fest Grant
Gaudenz B. Ruf Award 
Becoming the others - Self Guide pub. by Aether Sofia for Soft Palace, Stuttgart (DE) 
Selected from ALFA Gallery Miami - one year reapresented artist artsy.com
2017 
SCULTURA SYMPOSIUM - Lukovik (BG)
Selected from ALFA Gallery Miami - one year reapresented artist artsy.com
Selected for Bernard Magrez Prize, Bordeaux (FR)
2016 
Apulia Land Art Festival  - (site specific permanent work) 
Workshop site-specific light objects, architectural interventions with the group 
RaumZeitPiraten (Germany)
Residency Atelier Astumarka, Astumarka Norway
2015 
Finalist Roberto Zambelli Prize
2014 
Finalist, national competition “Irene Bin Garden” 
Finalist Land art international competition “Villa Breda” Padova
Selection by DIVAG Committee - Soprintendenza Speciale per il Patrimonio Storico, Arti-
stico ed Etnoantropologico e per il Polo Museale della Città di Roma 
2013
Young Talent, AAF Roma (IT)  
Residency at Komplot, centre of contemporary art, Bruxelles

2011-2012 
Scholarship exchange student at Villa Arson Fine art Academy of Nice (FR)
2009 
Nouveau Commanditaires support (www.nouveauxcommanditaires.eu)    
 Muvinup grant, sponsored by GAI-Italian Artists association and PARC (Contemporary art depar-
tement of Italian Culture Ministry - 6 Months residency in Berlin (GE)

SHORT BIOGRAPHY

Valentina Sciarra is born in Rome, Italy in 1983.
After a Master Degree in Law and many specialised courses in photography, she obtained her diplo-
ma in 2013 at the Academy of Fine Arts in Rome with a thesis on « Les espaces en friches » in the 
urban space, written during a study program at Villa Arson Art Accademy in Nice, France. 
She currently lives and works in Sofia, where she also completed a Master degree in Sculpture at the 
National Academy of Art in 2018.
Generally her works are in-situ interventions that are moving from photography to installation, 
sculpture to sound. 
In 2013 she made her first public commission “Entre terre et ciel” for the entry of Hipital Archet of 
Nice, which was followed by several site-specific interventions temporary and permanent, including: 
Growing Touching land and then being reborn (2013) for the Piazza del Municipio of Camigliano 
(IT); Trace (2013) for the Sartorio Museum’ s garden in Trieste (IT); ; Moto perpetuo (2015) for the 
French Embassy in Baku (AZ); Vita (2016) a permanent land art installation in the Murgia’s Nationl 
Park (IT). 

Her last solo projects : камък serie 0  at AROSITA, Sofia; AFSD - Apple Facility System Definition, at 
Æther - Sofia; the land Art Work The path of the oscillating stones at Rock Formation “Strupanitsa” 
Lukovit (BG) supported by Gaudenz B. Ruf Award, it will be open to the public in spring 2019. 



PERSONAL EXHIBITION / PERMANENT WORKS 

2019
X Giornata del Contemporaneo - Italian Culture Institute, Sofia (BG) 
Sete - Valentina Sciarra, Vaska Emanuilova Gallery -  City Art Gallery Sofia (BG)  
2018 
Land Art Work The path of the oscillating stones at Rock Formation, Lukovit  (BG)
AFSD - ÆTHER Sofia , curated by Voin de Voin
Kамък Texture  - Una vetrina, Operativa Arte Contemporanea Roma 
2017
Valentina Sciarra Serie 0, Arosita Gallery Sofia (BG) curated by Zoia Petrova
2016 
Vita permanent land art installation, Cassano della Murgia - Bari (IT) 
For Ever Apples II, installation at Vladimir Dimitrov Maistora Museum, Kustendill, 
Bulgaria
Homeless artist  site-specific installation, Arosita Gallery Sofia (BG)
2015 
Moto perpetuo site-specific installation, Ambasciata di Francia, Baku (AZ) - public 
acquisition
Vine wall, site-specific installation, Fireland wine factory, Baku (AZ)
2014 
 n Volo Villa Breda, Padova Italia
Crescere, toccare terra per poi rinascere - temporary installation at 
Piazza del Municipio, Camigliano (CE)
2013 
Entre terre et ciel Permanent installation entrée Hopital Archet
Nice France, public commission 

GROUP EXHIBITION

2018 
Sculpture NOW - Credo Bonum, Sofia (BG) curated by Vessela Nozharova
Water Tower Art Fest Sofia (BG)
Pazardžik Festival 2018 (BG)
The 4th International Exhibition on New Media Art, CICA Museum Sud Korea (up-coming)
Project “Visions and Reflections” , Resonance Gallery Plodviv (BG)
PAPERCHASE  Santo Stefano Gallery Sofia (BG) 
2017   
Transform ALFA Gallery Miami (USA)
From prject to object Bulgarian Cultur Institut, Berlin (DE)  
KvArt Festival 2017, Sofia (BG), curated by Nadia Timova
Collective exhibition for Bernard Magrez Prize, Bordeaux (FR) 
From prject to object - SCHÖNHAUSER ALLEE 26 Berlin (DE) 
2016    
 3 - Cervenata Tocka Gallery - Sofia (BG) 
Hard on the Heels of - No.2 - National Accademy of Art, Sofia (BG)
Apulia Land Art Festival, Cassano della Murgia, Bari (IT)
Vitosha Cervenata Tocka Gallery - Sofia (BG)             
2015   
Exhibition finalists “Roberto Zambelli prize”, Torre Strozzi Perugia (IT)          
2014   
Exhibition finalists “Giardino di Irene Bin Prize”,Sasso di Bordighiera(IT)
Exhibition finalists Land art competition, Villa Breda, Padova (IT)
Contest “Who art you?” III edition Ex Fornace Milan (IT)          
2013 
La Pelanda AAF, Macro Testaccio Roma (IT)
ROMAnce 2, Temple University in Roma (IT) Curated by Tiziana Musi
Giardino del Museo Civico Sartorio, Trieste (IT)
Landscape Festival, Auditorium’s garden,Rome (IT)
2012 C’est pas grave mais c’est sans ciel Atelier d’artistes, Nice (FR)
2009 DER HIMMEL UBER BERLIN , Video and sound installation 
with the support GAI and MIBAC, Berlin (D) 



The residency will  be dedicated to the creation of a new series of stone 
sculptures. 
The project arises from a currently research underway
to the ruina contemporanea, closely connected with
a new definition of stone sculpture.
The ruina contamporanea has dissipated its ability
to return a vivid image of history and to manifest
the present form of a past life.
They are the ruins of their becoming made of previous works
but also abandoned documents, unfinished attempts, inform remains, 
non-integrated surpluses.
Contemporary ruins are spaces and intermediate objects,
placed on the boundary between real and imaginary.
They promote a suspension of judgment and disintegration of the looks
they are not a conquest of a territory, they are not the recovery of an ori-
gin, but unlimited ‘’distractions ‘’, unlimited derives without goal.
The contemporary ruins are of course sunken and suspended,
they are unfinished because the missing parts,
they can not be assumed as they can not be deduced by the rest.

March 2019 



selected last works
2016/2018



I belive in an art that does not fix, but challenges identities (per-
sonal and collective) and for this it opens them to becoming and 
to being formed. 
For this reason « a construction of sense » is the main point of 
all my works or exhibition project. 
The act of aestheyic representation through sculptures, videos 
or installations, is only the ability to dismantle the automatism 
of visual perception, to give life to a universe of forms that allow 
us to see the world in different and deeper way. 

Every work or project that I have done have in common a 
« construction of sense » direclty connected with a continuous 
experience of the limits of man and his being. 
Art is by itself repetition, but I think that what we call repeti-
tion is nothing but a way (perhaps the only way) of being on 
the time of the world . And this is because repetition, far from 
duplication, is a time of the untimely, a time that brings out an 
unknown development.

Valentina Sciarra, January 2019



The path of the oscillating stones
Land art installation at Strupanitsa rocks, Lukovit (BG)

opening spring 2019

The land art work « the path of the oscillating stones » is a walking path in-between the rocks of Strupanitsa, the largest ancient landslide (rockfall type) 
in Bulgaria.The main concept of the land art work is to rediscover the natural path that leads us to the center of the rocky phenomenon, almost like a 
timeless journey into awareness and comparison with ourselves.
The rocks shapes suggest to us where to go, and following their impressive forms we will find the right exit.

The project was made possible thanks to the support of Gaudenz B. Ruf Award 2018, Natalia Lenz, The Fridge (curator) 



Extract of the video The Stone King
2018

https://vimeo.com/302791779

HD Video 2.35:1 - English Audio
Stereo – 14’02”

The video was created at the naturalistic site “Strupanitsa” rock phenomenon, the largest ancient landslide (rockfall type) in Bulgaria, where, with the kind support of 
Gaudenz B. Ruf Award, was realized the work of land art “The Path of the Oscillating Stones” by Valentina Sciarra that will be officially open for public in spring 2019.
“Strupanitsa” is a large-scale landslide (rockfall type) with area of 13.2 hectares, located on the right bank of Iskar river, about one kilometre from the railway station of 
Karlukovo village, in the region of Lukovit. Here the river is steeped in the thick limestone that forms rock with steep vertical walls. The limestone is yellowish to white 
in colour, full of black or dark brown flint kernels. The rocks are almost horizontal, crossed by cracks in various directions that give them an even more incredible look. 
These rocks completely deserve the name “Strupanitsa” (heaping) because it is actually a large fall of rock blocks, most of which are in the form of cubes or parallelepipeds 
with dimensions exceeding 15 cubic meters. 
The featured text in the video, narrated by the voice of Raja ElMad was taken from the last (unfinished) book by Italo Calvino, “Under the Jaguar sun”, dedicated to the five 
human senses. In Calvino’s story about the sense of hearing, the protagonist is a nameless king. The king, holed up in his castle-prison, cannot move from fear of losing his 
throne. All that remains is to get in touch with the world through a single organ, the ear. The king, captive of his passions, which are essentially those of power, motionless 
on his throne, will learn to recognize all possible sounds that, if invariably repeated, will guarantee his stability. The noise of the city reaches him almost imperceptibly, un-
til one day he hears a young woman singing. He is attracted to that voice, he would like to answer, but he cannot, his voice is gone. Unfortunately, the song of the woman 
will be lost among the thousand city noises that will engulf every possibility of contact with the rest of the world. In a society in which the man’s greatest difficultly is to 
properly perceive the surrounding world, in an age in which the individual feels increasingly weakened, disoriented, fragmented, the only thing that can deliver man from 
his fears is to follow the “own voice”, the soul voice.

A video by Valentina Sciarra
With Miná Minov
Voice: RaJa ElMad

Editing: Rayna Teneva
Original Music: RaJa ElMad, Iliyana Geor-

gieva
Camera: Svetlin Marinov, Valentina Sciarra

Sound: Simeon Hristov
Production assistants: Elena Anatckhova, 

Blagica Zdravkovska



AFSD - Apple Facility System Definition
Aether Sofia 
2018 

more info and text: 
https://www.sciarravalentina.com/afsd-aether



AFSD
Apple facility system definition

In our present days, in order to be part of, participator or active member of society, you 
have to enter a zones of engagement which aren’t always clear and legit. The formed 
systems or schemas particularly invented often without oneself agreement or consent are 
created to eventually drawn the individual, consume its virtues and turn his/her face in 
face of society as the ROTTEN. 
We could say now without a doubt that every civil society is build upon the idea of class, 
hierarchy, manipulation, racism and least but not last-corruption.
The act of corruption comes from a Latin voice composed of the verb “rumpere” and the 
particle “cum”. We will recall the etymology of Vossio who would like the name matter to 
come from what is mother (mater) of the body, and that of body (corpus) was a contrac-
tion of “corruptus” which, with respect to the soul, the body is the corruptible part of our 
being.
Synonym of corruption for living beings is the “depravity” for which the external characte-
ristics of being, the forms begin to emerge from the natural state.
Therefore, there are more stages to travel before than from its natural state, and in which 
all the parts or molecules of a body are joined together, we move on to that state of dis-
solution and disintegration which is called corruption. Since then when the corruption 
of a body happens, it often goes along with some chemical changes to which it is given 
the name of putrid fermentation or putrefaction, so the idea of physical corruption draws 
with it as that of the gas or infected vapors that are spreading in the atmosphere. Such 
fetid emanations are harmful to humans and to a large number of animals; other animals 
instead seek rotten meats and vegetables to feed them. In addition there are animals, which 
among putrid substances there are born and grow (from here in antiquity it was thought 
that the rotting itself generated such animals).
In the moral sense, corruption means figuratively the same thing, that is the depravity of 
the conscience if we speak of actions and customs, or depravity of good taste, if we mean 
works of art. In legal language we mean by corruption, what by other name could be called 
seduction, that is, inducing others to do wrong.
INFECTION, CORRUPTION, CONTAGION, DEPRESSION
The great affinity of the three first words makes them often synonymous; philosophical but 
considered, they offer minute differences that distinguish them from each other.
Infection: means in the proper sense “an evil and harmful affection » that contract animal 
and plant bodies from their corruption”. «Infected by the same corruption»
« The air was infected with the corruption of corpses »
« For the corruption of the water the fish that live in it are infected »
Corruption, derived from corruption, under the heading annihilated and corrupt, under 
the heading « Fracido (Italian) » means in the proper sense “a failure or alteration of the 
parts that constitute a whole physical” if the compound belongs to animal or vegetable 
substances, corruption converts into putrefaction, from which the infection was born.
From what is confirmed, that corruption is the cause of infection.

The word depravation is very similar to corruption derived from the latin word pravus (fake), 
because both the notion of a change of state from good to evil is common to both. In physics, 
however, these names differ in what corruption produces a change that can be considered in 
substance, tending to putrefying, or to the destruction of the thing, as we have already explained; 
and Depravation indicates only a strong alteration of the forms, of the sensitive characters, of the 
natural and regular proportions of the thing.

The infection and the process of rotting is a state of mind and its contagious, for it is dangerous. It
is passed from person to person or in more general scales it engulfs large groups of people or 
even
nations,resulting in total grim of unawareness, brainwashes and despair.
The formula is clear:
Rotting of 1 apple = Corruption in action on 1 person
Rotting of a lot of apples = Corruption in action in society.

What are we left with? Reason or choice? Re-thinking freedom as the ultimate value of the being? 
In
the present context of political landscape and affairs, we are left with one valid thought:
“Each one” individually must affirm and believe that every one can and must be the author of 
their
choices.
History doesn’t repeat-what repeats are the exhausted processes.

      Valentina Sciarra and Voin de Voin

* The text was part of the Solo Exhibition at Aether, Sofia in June 2018



for the video : https://vimeo.com/274846792

AFSD - Apple Facility System Definition
Aether Sofia 
2018 



The Golden Fever 

site-specific installation at Pazardžik’s Library (BG)
100 golden stones inside - outside the Library 

2018

more : https://www.sciarravalentina.com/the-golden-fever

The project has been realized for / with the support : “Art Compass” by DOMA 
Art Foundation for the Art  and Alley Art Idea festival in Pazardjik (BG)



Frogs  
Sound sculpture at Serdika Metro Station Sofia 
Travertine and Audio (2 minuts on loop) 
2018 

more info: https://www.sciarravalentina.com/copia-di-kamk-1

Audio : https://vimeo.com/254115250

The project has been realized for / with the support : Water Tower Art Fest Grant 2018



камък serie 0 (sculptures, origami, video sculpture, installation) arises from a currently research underway to the  ruina contemporanea, closely connected with a new defini-
tion of stone sculpture. The ruina contamporanea has dissipated its ability to return a vivid image of history and to manifest the present form of a past life. They are the ruins of 
their becoming made of previous works but also abandoned documents, unfinished attempts, inform remains, non-integrated surpluses.
Contemporary ruins are spaces and intermediate objects, placed on the boundary between real and imaginary.
They promote a suspension of judgment and disintegration of the look: they are not a conquest of a territory, they are not the recovery of an origin, but unlimited ‘’distractions 
‘’, unlimited derives without goal. The contemporary ruins are of course sunken and suspended, they are unfinished because the missing parts, they can not be assumed as they 
can not be deduced by the rest.

Bloodless transformation of stone
The works follows a new stone sculpture code that can be defined as “bloodless stone sculpture “. The way of acting is not directed to shaping - molding - giving form to the sto-
ne, but the focus is to growthing or transfigurating the potentiality of a “stone rock”. The sculptures are a consequence simple and direct of the original shape of the stone rocks. 
Every stone is chosen for its ability to suggest and for its ability to become. The plaster also comes into harmony with the stone and at the same time carries out an enforcement 

action.

to see the complete series: https://www.sciarravalentina.com/copia-di-vita-4

камък serie 0 
2016/2017







камък 
video sculpture 

laminate stone 90 cm x 75 cm x 4 cm 
and screen video 19 inch

2017

For the video
https://vimeo.com/222660025



Light combination of stone
Installation, different kinds of stone and red dots
2016



for ever appels II 
installation 

at Vladimir Dimitrov Maestora Museum 
Kustendill, Bulgaria 

balls of plaster and photography 
dimension variable

2016

“When you will masticate an apple between the teeth, tell her in the heart, “Your seeds shall live in my body, and your 
buds will bloom in my heart, and your fragrance shall be my breath, and together we will enjoy all the seasons.”

Kahlil Gibran, the Prophet



Vita
stone and water
Permanent  land art installation 
Cassano della Murgia, Bari (IT)
2016

more info: https://www.sciarravalentina.com/vita

The work has been realized for / with the support of Apulia Land Art Festival 2016



ripetizione differente, siporez sculpture
170 cm x 120 cm  2016

 ripetizione differente is a sculpture that retains the essential features of a contemporary urban landscape. 
The work resumes the trend of the build up, the shapes and sequences of spaces assume a sculptural 

character and it’s contained in 10 blocks of siporez. In contemporary urban vision I think we need a new sensitive way 
able to grasp what is called appropriately “poetics of empty” that is hidden in the large spaces of our suburbs. In this  

work I try to bring out the supreme beauty of the heterogeneous and discontinuous contexts of contemporary periphe-
ry. I try to bring out the supreme beauty of the heterogeneous and discontinuous context of contemporary periphery, 
its housing typologies and its empty faceless. To recognize the heterogeneous nature of the new “urban landscapes” 

and the aesthetic emotions stirred, we are invited to give up the numerous preconceptions and to look the reality with 
a new attitude. It deals with a different approach to the idea of the city, in which the asymmetry and accumulating, the 

multiply and the unusual, the hybrid and the traditionally “uneven”, all become aesthetic attributes.
The rhythm of empty and full, the shadows produced by natural light or artificially recreated through intervention on 
the material are to be adopted as connotations of the sculpture; cause the interest from which was inspired the work 
was not only to represent an urban landscape, but also the confrontation with the material, in that case sculpted but 

not modelled.



The works they were made during the residency at Austmarka (NO) in 2016.  They have in common the research on 
the peculiar nature of Austmarka environment , described as “ ecotone “.  An “ecotone” is a transition space between 
two ecosystems environment , and more generally between two homogeneous environments. Ecotones contain species 
typical of the neighbors communities and exclusive species of the same ecotonal, and therefore have a high biodiversity 
and wealth. These peculiarities make the ecotone essential because through these structures are the link between 
very different environments. 

UTO 
Unidentified terestrial object 

site-specific installation
moss and 16 pictures 10 x 15 cm 

mounted on sticks
Austmarka Norway 2016



NO TITLE n.1 AND N. 2
sculptures

moss, wood, cotton
Austmarka Residency Norway 

2016



selected previous works



Etre terre et ciel
permanent installation in-istu (Commission public)
Patio at entré Hôpital Archet 
Nice, 2013

The in-situ installation is a work specifically dedicated to the patio of the 
Hopital Archet de Nice.

A narrow landscape between the glasses that surround it from which 
is possible to see the light but not the sky. A place inaccessible and not 
passable, exclusively of contemplative nature. The installation aims to 
intervene on the space without altering the original characteristics of the 
latter and rediscover his identity.
A field work to recreate a “projection” of the sky on the floor of the patio.

 
Le projet d’installation in situ “Entre terre et ciel” à l’Hopital Archet de Nice 
apporte un souffle de création nouveau dans un espace sensible, aux portes 
de l’hopital.
L’étymologie du mot « patio » signifie « pacte », il s’agit d’un entre-deux, 
d’une frontiére ou d’un sas
entre intérieur et extérieur. L’artiste a la volonté de composer avec les 
éléments naturels du patio, de jouer avec la symbolique entre ciel et terre, 
dedans dehors. Le choix de l’élément architectural et de la couleur azur 
confère un fort ancrage dans la culture méditerranéenne. Les matériaux 
employés jouent sur l’effet de transparence, de reflet mais aussi sur l’aléatoire 
et le vivant puisque l’herbe plantée poussera de manière naturelle.
Éric Mangion - Directeur Centre National d’Art Contemporain Villa 
Arson, Nice



TRACE #1  
Installation, wood 
2012

Trace #1 is an artistic work inhaled to the nature and 
the relationship with it.  The sculpture is abandoned 
along the grass of a lawn, and fixed to it.  This consists 
in a thin wood plan worked so that to have a simple and 
direct relationship with the grass of the lawn.  The wood 
and the grass assume therefore a symbiotic relationship. 

Trace is the first sculpture of a series that will have as 
objectif to be in relation with the green spaces, parti-
cularly the urban green spaces.  The interventions, first 
among all Trace #1, will have the characteristic to create 
a dialogue with the nature.  The natural trial is inte-
gral part of the work and the action of the artist it is in 
dialectical relationship with this last, giving form to the 
subject, of time in different time, disclosing the fantastic 
aspect of it.  
The reflection concerns on the principle of identity, 
conceiving the idea of limit that conforms it in the mea-
ning of border and contemplating the action of contact.



III PAESAGE 
One installation, one video installation and a serie of 10 photos
2012
(Text of the project)

“Gardens involuntary” flourish in some streets.
Created by nature, they do not give the impression of being wild, and yet they are.
The plants are fleeing the gardens rigidly organized to find a favorable soil/ground for their 
expansion.
Les Friches *, wasteland or abandoned areas have always existed. The history denounced as a 
waste of human power over nature, and if they rested on a different look?
The use of traditional patterns of gardens still seems the only way to act appropriately on the 
natural disorder. It is a way of saying that the biological order is not yet perceived the possibi-
lity of a new design.
Urban friches are an empty architecture that contains a biological condition, which manifests 
itself in the movement. The friches thus become genuine “moving garden” in which, contrary 
to what happens in all other known gardens, where plants have a definite place, there is here 
no physical limit for to separate the “good” grass from the “bad” grass.
It really is changing constantly growing territory which justifies the term movement in these 
special spaces.
The “moving garden” should be judged on the basis of their shape, but rather on the basis of 
their ability to evoke a certain “happiness to exist”.

* Gilles Clement, Le jardin en mouvement
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